DIY: Ink Slime
(Totally not food!)

What you’ll need:
- 1 Bottle of Elmer’s Glitter Glue
- 1/2 Tsp Baking Soda
- 1 1/2 Tbsp of Contact Lens Solution (with Boric Acid)
- 1 Tbsp Water (Optional - Add 2 TBSP - 1/2 CUP of Water for Stretchier Slime)
- 1 Tbsp of Black Acrylic Paint OR a Few Drops of Black Food Coloring
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Have a small to medium sized bowl to mix ingredients.

Pour your entire 6 oz Elmer’s glitter glue into the bowl.

Add your baking soda and mix in thoroughly. Also add 1 Tbsp or more (up to 1/2 cup) of water here if you want a stretchier slime.

Slowly add in your contact lens solution.* You may not need the full amount so mix gradually and stop when you are satisfied with consistency.

Add acrylic paint or food coloring

Now mix until your slime forms and begins to harden. Take it out and knead repeatedly until desired texture reached.

*Reminder: Your contact lens solution should contain boric acid or your slime will not form.

And now you’re done.

Hint: If you find it to still be too sticky, add a little bit of lotion or baby oil to your hands.

Have Fun!